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Abstract
Accurate estimation of predictive uncertainty in
modern neural networks is critical to achieve
well calibrated predictions and detect out-of-
distribution (OOD) inputs. The most promis-
ing approaches have been predominantly focused
on improving model uncertainty (e.g. deep en-
sembles and Bayesian neural networks) and post-
processing techniques for OOD detection (e.g.
ODIN and Mahalanobis distance). However, there
has been relatively little investigation into how the
parametrization of the probabilities in discrimina-
tive classifiers affects the uncertainty estimates,
and the dominant method, softmax cross-entropy,
results in misleadingly high confidences on OOD
data and under covariate shift. We investigate al-
ternative ways of formulating probabilities using
(1) a one-vs-all formulation to capture the notion
of “none of the above”, and (2) a distance-based
logit representation to encode uncertainty as a
function of distance to the training manifold. We
show that one-vs-all formulations can improve
calibration on image classification tasks, while
matching the predictive performance of softmax
without incurring any additional training or test-
time complexity.
1 Introduction
In recent years, the calibration of deep learning models
used for predictive discrimination tasks has become very
important, especially in the domains of healthcare (Esteva
et al., 2017; Dusenberry et al., 2020), self-driving vehi-
cles (Bojarski et al., 2016), and more generally, AI safety
(Amodei et al., 2016). Estimating the epistemic uncertainty
is especially valuable, as it captures the model’s lack of
knowledge about data. Recent work in the field has dealt
with three different paradigms of measuring predictive un-
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certainty, namely (1) in-distribution calibration of models
measured on an i.i.d. test set, (2) robustness under dataset
shift, and (3) anomaly/out-of-distribution (OOD) detection,
which measures the ability of models to assign low confi-
dence predictions on inputs far away from the training data.
Unfortunately, it has been recognized that vanilla predictive
models fail to provide accurate quantification of predictive
uncertainty (Guo et al., 2017; Hein et al., 2019). In recent
years, many methods have been proposed to tackle this, in-
cluding deep ensembles (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017),
Bayesian methods (MacKay, 1992; Neal, 2012; Blundell
et al., 2015), and post-processing methods such as tempera-
ture scaling (Guo et al., 2017), ODIN (Liang et al., 2017),
and Mahalanobis distance (Lee et al., 2018). However, the
best performing methods under dataset shift either require
additional memory and time complexity, or are hard to scale
up for large datasets and architectures (Snoek et al., 2019).
In this work, we first study the contribution of the loss func-
tion used during training to the quality of predictive uncer-
tainty of models. Specifically, we show why the parametriza-
tion of the probabilities underlying softmax cross-entropy
loss are ill-suited for uncertainty estimation. We then pro-
pose two simple replacements to the parametrization of
the probability distribution: (1) a one-vs-all normalization
scheme that does not force all points in the input space to
map to one of the classes, thereby naturally capturing the
notion of “none of the above”, and (2) a distance-based
logit representation to encode uncertainty as a function of
distance to the training manifold.
2 Choice of parametrization of probabilities
In a supervised learning setting, we assume we have access
to training data {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 drawn from a training distri-
bution pin(x, y), where x denotes the feature vector and
y ∈ {1, . . . ,K} denotes the class label. We train a model
to make predictions on unlabeled testing data {xj}Mj=1 by
parametrizing the embeddings fθ(x) of a neural network
model into a predictive probability distribution p(yˆ|x), and
minimizing the empirical loss function calculated over a
mini-batch.
In the traditional discriminative setting, the logit outputs of
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a neural network are calculated from the latent space embed-
dings through an affine transformation zj = wTj fθ(x)+ bj .
The probability distribution is then calculated through the
softmax normalization,
pS(yˆ
(k)|x) = exp
(
w>k fθ(x) + bk
)∑K
j=1 exp
(
w>j fθ(x) + bj
) . (1)
The parameters θ are learned by minimizing cross-entropy
loss, which corresponds to maximizing the log-likelihood:
LS
(
yˆ(k)|x
)
= − log
(
pS(yˆ
(k)|x)
)
. (2)
This parametrization of the probabilities that are output by
the model has been shown to result in misleadingly high-
confidence predictions under dataset shift, and on OOD data
(Guo et al., 2017; Hendrycks & Gimpel, 2016). Firstly, gen-
erating the class logits through an affine transformation of
the embedding space has been shown to result in a confi-
dence landscape that is invariant to the distance from the
in-distribution embeddings in the model’s latent space (Hein
et al., 2019). Secondly, the softmax normalization func-
tion explicitly maps the class logits into a K-dimensional
simplex, for a K class problem, and this closed-world as-
sumption of the input space results in highly confident, yet
mis-classified predictions on entirely OOD points.
2.1 Distance-based logits
A natural way of mitigating the first issue is to explicitly
encode a notion of distance in the formulation of the class
logits from the learnt embeddings of a predictive model.
This can be achieved by scaling the logits to be proportional
to a function of distance of a point from the training man-
ifold, and there has been previous work that enforces this
parametrization in different ways (Zadeh et al., 2018; Xing
et al., 2019). A particularly simple approach is one sug-
gested by Macêdo et al. (2019) for OOD detection, where
the logits zj are defined as the negative Euclidean distance
between the embeddings and the weights of the last dense
layer, zj = −‖fθ(x)−wj‖. The probability distribution
is calculated similarly with a softmax distribution, given as
pD(yˆ
(k)|x) = exp (−‖fθ(x)−wj‖)∑
j exp (−‖fθ(x)−wj‖)
(3)
and the loss function, called Distinction Maximization (DM)
or Isotropic Maximization loss is calculated by maximizing
the log-likelihood, given as
LD
(
yˆ(k)|x
)
= − log
(
pD(yˆ
(k)|x)
)
(4)
According to Macêdo et al. (2019), the weights of the last
layerwj end up approximately learning the class prototypes
of the jth class during optimization in a mini-batch setting.
In practice, DM loss achieves better performance on OOD
detection compared to the baseline of softmax cross-entropy.
However, we observe that for in-distribution calibration and
under dataset shift, a distance-based loss function that uses
the softmax normalization performs worse, due to either a
systematic under-confidence issue (which is very apparent
on the CIFAR-10 dataset in particular, see Figure S2), or due
to the underlying assumption of the softmax normalization
that maps the domain to one of the K classes. Due to the
relative normalization of the softmax function, even small
differences in the distance of a point between class centers
are highly exacerbated due to the exponentiation of the log-
its, resulting in points far away from the training manifold
being predicted with a uniform confidence. In summary,
the softmax normalization undoes the distance constraint
imposed in this specific formulation, and we demonstrate
this pathology in Figure 1 for a 2-dimensional toy example.
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Figure 1. Confidence landscapes for a 2-dimensional toy example
with 10 classes (left). We train a 2 layer fully-connected neural
network with the different loss functions (further details in Ap-
pendix E.1). It can be seen that a distance-based loss function with
the softmax normalization results in infinite regions of space with
uniform confidence divided by the decision boundaries (center),
whereas a distance-based method with one-vs-all normalization
learns to predict higher confidences centered on the training mani-
fold (right).
2.2 Revisiting Neural One-vs-All Classifiers
In order to avoid imposing the closed-world assumption of
the softmax normalization, we explore an alternate formu-
lation of the predictive discrimination task, where the K
class problem is split into K independent binary tasks, each
parametrized by a sigmoid normalization. More concretely,
for affine-transformed logits zj = w>j fθ(x)+bj , instead of
a softmax normalization, we take K independent sigmoids,
so that
pOVA(yˆ
(k)|x) = 1
1 + exp
(−(w>k fθ(x) + bk)) (5)
whereas for a distance-based logit given by zj =
−‖fθ(x)−wj‖, we have
pOVADM(yˆ
(k)|x) = 2
1 + exp (−‖fθ(x)−wk‖) . (6)
The factor of 2 here is a technical implementation detail
that allows us to map the logits in a distance-based formu-
lation from the (−∞, 0] domain to the [0, 1] domain. Since
2
the logits are defined as the negative of the Euclidean dis-
tances, they are constrained to be in the negative domain,
and the maxima of the sigmoid function in this range is 0.5
(at a value of 0), which corresponds to a distance of 0 to
the learned class center. The factor of 2 therefore maps a
distance of 0 to the learned class center to a confidence of 1.
In both cases, the loss function for a single example is then
given by a sum over the K independent binary probabilities,
maximizing the binary log-likelihood for the positive class
and minimizing it for the negative classes
LOVA = − log p(yˆ(k)|x)−
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
log
(
1− p(yˆ(j)|x)
)
.
(7)
One-vs-all formulations of loss functions have been studied
before, especially in the context of multi-class classification
(Duan et al., 2003; Rifkin & Klautau, 2004) and for Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) (Liu & Zheng, 2005; Anthony
et al., 2007; Mathur & Foody, 2008). More recently, one-
vs-all formulations have been used to train classifiers for
open-set recognition (Shu et al., 2017), due to their ability
to encode a "none of the above" class naturally. The predic-
tive uncertainty of one-vs-all classifiers were very recently
explored by Franchi et al. (2020), where individual deep en-
semble members were trained to specialize in independent
one-vs-all tasks for a multiclass problem.
Formulating the loss function as in Equation (7) offers a
few benefits, however. Firstly, by replacing the softmax
normalization by K independent sigmoids, models are able
to predict a higher confidence centered on the training man-
ifold for each specific class versus the rest of the training
manifold (see Figure 1). Secondly, by minimizing a linear
combination of the binary log-likelihoods, we can train a
single deterministic model to learn to optimize over the K
binary tasks jointly, avoiding additional overhead during
training or evaluation. Thirdly, a distance-based one-vs-all
formulation learns more meaningful class-centers in a mini-
batch fashion, compared to DM loss with a softmax normal-
ization. We demonstrate this behavior for the 2-dimensional
toy example in Figure S1, where it can be seen that softmax
DM loss does not learn good representations of the centers
of embeddings. Instead, due to the relative nature of the
softmax normalization, it is more likely to learn a pivot
point in embedding space, where if all points of a class are
closest to their pivot point instead of the others, they will
still get correctly classified. One-vs-all DM loss does not
suffer from this issue, as the formulation in Equation 6 maps
a distance of 0 to a class center in the embedding space, to
a confidence score of exactly 1, whereas this is not strictly
true for a softmax-based formulation.
3 Experimental Results
We report the performance of our proposed methods on a
variety of different tasks that measure in-distribution cali-
bration, robustness under covariate shift, and performance
on OOD data. The quality of uncertainty for a predictive
distribution is calculated using Expected Calibration Er-
ror (ECE) (Guo et al., 2017), which is a binned measure
of the difference between the accuracy of a model and its
predicted confidence, where the confidence is defined as the
maximum predicted class probability for that example. For
points with binned confidences Bi, if we define acc(Bi) as
the accuracy and conf(Bi) as the confidence, the ECE is
then defined as ECE =
∑
i
Bi
N | acc (Bi)− conf (Bi) |. We
use N = 15 bins to calculate ECE for our experiments.
3.1 Image Classification Tasks
To evaluate the behavior of discriminative models trained un-
der our proposed loss functions, we benchmark the methods
using the methodology first proposed in (Snoek et al., 2019)
on the CIFAR-10-C and CIFAR-100-C datasets. These im-
age datasets contain corrupted versions of the original test
datasets, with 19 types of corruption applied with 5 lev-
els of intensity each (Hendrycks & Dietterich, 2019b). In
our experiments, models are trained with identical architec-
tures and optimization setups, and for loss functions with
a distance-based formulation, the last layer of the model is
replaced with a distance-based layer, as defined in Equa-
tion (3) and Equation (6). For CIFAR-10, we train a ResNet
20 model using the different loss functions (further imple-
mentation details are given in Appendix E.2), where the
distance-based layer weights are initialized by zeros as speci-
fied in (Macêdo et al., 2019), though we notice no difference
if they are initialized using the standard random initializa-
tion in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016). From Figure 2, we
can see that one-vs-all methods consistently perform better
under covariate shift while maintaining predictive accuracy
compared to the baseline of softmax crossentropy, with a
distance-based one-vs-all formulation performing the best
amongst the methods. A distance-based softmax formula-
tion suffers from consistently under-confident predictions,
resulting in ECE improving as prediction accuracy drops at
higher levels of shift, and this behavior is further discussed
in Appendix B.
We also report results on the CIFAR-100 dataset using
a Wide ResNet 28-10 model (Zagoruyko & Komodakis,
2016), with further implementation details in Appendix E.3.
The results in Figure 3 show that one-vs-all methods consis-
tently improve uncertainty while maintaining predictive ac-
curacy compared to their softmax-based counterparts, with
a distance-based formulation performing the best, especially
at high levels of shift.
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Figure 2. Expected Calibration Error and Accuracy under dataset
shift for CIFAR-10-C. The box plots show the median, quartiles,
minimum, and maximum performance per method. One-vs-all
classifiers maintain similar predictive accuracy under covariate
shift as the softmax cross-entropy baseline, while consistently
achieving better calibration under covariate shift, especially as
shift increases, and adding a distance-based logit representation
further improves ECE performance. Data at this url.
3.2 OOD Performance with Accuracy as a Function
of Confidence
In order to evaluate the performance of one-vs-all methods
in situations where it is preferable for discriminative models
to avoid incorrect yet overconfident predictions, we consider
plotting accuracy vs. confidence plots (Lakshminarayanan
et al., 2017), where the trained models are evaluated on cases
where the confidence estimates are above a user-specified
threshold. In Figure 4, we plot confidence vs accuracy
curves for a Wide ResNet model trained on CIFAR-100,
and evaluated on a test set containing both CIFAR-100 and
an OOD dataset (SVHN (Netzer et al., 2011), CIFAR-10).
Test examples higher than a confidence threshold 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1
are filtered and their accuracy is calculated. From these
curves, we would expect a well-calibrated model to have
a monotonically increasing curve, with higher accuracies
for higher confidence predictions, and we can see that one-
vs-all methods consistently result in more robust accuracies
across a larger range of confidence thresholds. In Appendix
D, we also report more traditional OOD detection metrics
such as AUROC and AUPRC, and show how one-vs-all
DM loss performs poorly due to a high overlap between
incorrectly classified in-distribution points and OOD points,
especially at lower confidences.
4 Conclusions
In order to improve the predictive uncertainty of discrim-
inative models, we analyze the different failure modes of
softmax crossentropy, and show that the softmax function
contributes significantly to overconfident predictions under
covariate shift and on OOD data. We propose a one-vs-all
formulation instead that improves the performance of neural
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Figure 3. Expected Calibration Error and Accuracy under dataset
shift for CIFAR-100-C. One-vs-all classifiers maintain similar
predictive accuracy under covariate shift as the softmax cross-
entropy baseline, while consistently achieving better calibration
under covariate shift, especially as shift increases, and adding a
distance-based logit representation further improves ECE perfor-
mance. Data at this url.
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Figure 4. Accuracy vs Confidence curves: Wide ResNet 28-10
model trained on CIFAR-100 and tested on both in-distribution
CIFAR-100 test and OOD CIFAR-10 (left) and SVHN (right) test
data. Softmax cross-entropy tends to produce more overconfident
incorrect predictions, whereas one-vs-all methods are significantly
more robust to OOD data.
networks on image classification tasks. We also show how
the linear transformations of the embeddings that result in
the logits also contribute to miscalibration, and demonstrate
how distance-based logits followed by a softmax normal-
ization do not mitigate this issue. However, combining
a distance-based formulation with a one-vs-all scheme re-
sults in even better performance on certain image datasets,
and on a language intent classification task (Appendix C.2).
However, one-vs-all distance-based losses suffer from a few
setbacks; we observe that training from scratch is challeng-
ing for datasets with a large value of K such as Imagenet
(Appendix C.1), and further exploration is required to scale
these losses to such large datasets, and to non-image do-
mains. However, we believe that decomposing a multiclass
problem into binary tasks using one-vs-all formulations al-
lows for further exploration into binary losses that have
been extensively studied for calibration tasks (Gneiting &
Raftery, 2007; Reid & Williamson, 2010; Mukhoti et al.,
2020), which would make for an interesting avenue of fur-
ther research.
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A Comparison of learned class centers
In order to better portray the optimization issues introduced
by the softmax normalization in learning meaningful class
centers using a DM Loss formulation, we train models on a
2D toy dataset using distance-based logits, but with differing
normalization schemes. In both cases, the learnt embedding
space is 16-dimensional, and the weight matrix of the last
layer is given by W ∈ R16×10, where the jth column
W:,j corresponds to the learned class center for the jth
class. In order to plot the learned class centers in Figure S1,
the 16-dimensional hidden embedding space obtained from
a forward pass of the training data is projected onto a 2-
dimensional PCA subspace, along with the columns of the
weight matrix of the last layer.
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Figure S1. Penultimate Layer Embeddings and Learned Class
Centers (solid circles) for DM Loss (left) and One-vs-all DM
Loss (right). It can be seen that the weights of the last layer
learnt by DM Loss do not accurately represent the class centers
of the embeddings, due to the softmax normalization. However,
the one-vs-all formulation learns more meaningful class-centers
that better approximate the centers of class-specific embeddings.
Implementation details are mentioned in Appendix E.1.
B Reliability Diagrams
To further understand the interplay of behaviors between
one-vs-all normalizations and distance-based logits, we plot
reliability diagrams (DeGroot & Fienberg, 1983; Niculescu-
Mizil & Caruana, 2005) which show accuracy as a function
of confidence in the form of binned histograms of confi-
dences over the in-distribution test set. We plot reliability
diagrams for models trained on CIFAR-10 in Figure S2 and
CIFAR-100 in Figure S3. From these plots, we can see
that softmax cross-entropy tends to result in models that
have very high confidences on the test set, often with lower
accuracies than expected. One-vs-all methods tend to give
better calibrated predictions, especially for points with lower
accuracy corresponding to lower confidence predictions. In-
terestingly, we see somewhat anomalous behavior of DM
loss on the CIFAR-10 dataset, which has been shown before
in Macêdo et al. (2019), where all confidences for points in
the in-distribution test set are lower than a certain threshold.
One hypothesis for this behavior is the fact that it is easy to
obtain high accuracy on the training data without necessar-
ily learning to cluster points close to their class centers, as
long as all points of a class are closest to the corresponding
weight in the last layer, and this sort of behavior is observed
even in the 2D toy example in Appendix A. This anomalous
histogram of confidences also explains the decreasing trend
of ECE seen under dataset shift in Figure 2, as under higher
intensity of shift, models would tend to get less accurate,
while the predictions made by a model trained with the DM
loss are consistently underconfident. We do not see this
behavior for CIFAR-100 however.
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Figure S2. Reliability diagrams for ResNet 20 models trained
on the CIFAR-10 dataset, for softmax cross-entropy (top-left),
DM loss (top-right), One-vs-all loss (bottom-left) and One-vs-
all DM loss (bottom-right). One-vs-all methods show better-
calibrated reliability curves, especially showing a larger number
of points with lower confidence on the in-distribution test set, with
correspondingly low accuracies. Of particular note is the behavior
of DM loss, where there is a systematic issue of underconfidence,
as all points lie below a threshold. This behavior has been reported
in Macêdo et al. (2019), and though this results in better OOD
performance overall, the exceedingly low confidences result in
very miscalibrated predictions in-distribution and under dataset
shift.
C Additional Results
C.1 ImageNet
We report the performance of the proposed loss functions
on the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015b), using
a ResNet-50 model (He et al., 2016) trained using the setup
described in Appendix E.4. From Figure S4, we see that
a one-vs-all formulation with affine-transformed logits has
similar predictive accuracy to softmax cross-entropy, and
performs more robustly under dataset shift, especially at
higher intensities of shift. The distance-based one-vs-all
formulation however has difficulty matching the predictive
performance of softmax cross-entropy, while still having
lower ECE under dataset shift. We hypothesize that the
large number of classes in ImageNet make a distance-based
formulation difficult to scale, especially since the gradients
to learn class centers are calculated in a mini-batch setting,
and even with a batch size of 4096, the number of points per
class can be heavily imbalanced, resulting in poor gradients
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Figure S3. Reliability diagrams for Wide ResNet 28-10 models
trained on the CIFAR-100 dataset, for softmax cross-entropy (top-
left), DM loss (top-right), One-vs-all loss (bottom-left) and One-
vs-all DM loss (bottom-right). One-vs-all methods consistently
have more datapoints with lower confidences, which correspond
to lower accuracy predictions as well, as opposed to the softmax-
based methods. Interestingly, DM loss does not suffer the same
issue of underconfidence as in CIFAR-10 (Figure S2).
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Figure S4. Mean Accuracy (left) and Mean Expected Calibration
Error (right) for a ResNet-50 model trained on ImageNet and
evaluated on the ImageNet-C corrupted data, under 5 levels of
shift.
C.2 CLINC Intent Classification Dataset
We also evaluate the performance of one-vs-all methods
on out-of-distribution data on modalities beyond common
image tasks, namely a language understanding task using
the CLINC out-of-scope intent detection benchmark dataset
(Larson et al., 2019). The benchmark dataset contains 150
types of in-domain services and 1500 out-of-domain sen-
tences, and it is important for real-world, goal-oriented dia-
log systems to be able to distinguish between in-domain
and out-of-domain sentences. For this task, we train a
BERT-Mini model (Devlin et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2019)
on the in-domain data from scratch (with further details in
Appendix E.5), and report both the in-distribution ECE, and
performance on out-of-distribution data. From Table C.2,
we see that one-vs-all formulations are competitive with
the predictive accuracy achieved by softmax cross-entropy,
while improving in-distribution calibration. Simultaneously,
we can see from Figure S5 that one-vs-all DM Loss performs
more robustly at different confidence thresholds, however
regular one-vs-all loss struggles at higher confidences to
distinguish in-distribution sentences from OOD sentences.
Loss function Test Accuracy Test ECE
Crossentropy 90.16 0.079
DM Loss 89.89 0.083
One-vs-all Loss 90.67 0.078
One-vs-all DM Loss 88.89 0.052
Table S1. In-distribution test accuracy and test ECE for a
BERT-Mini model trained on the Intent Classification dataset.
Results are averaged over 5 runs.
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Figure S5. Accuracy vs Confidence curves: BERT-Mini model
trained on the CLINC intent classification dataset. Softmax
crossentropy tends to produce more overconfident incorrect predic-
tions, whereas one-vs-all DM loss is significantly more robust to
out-of-distribution data, especially at lower confidence thresholds.
D On OOD detection metrics: AUROC
versus Confidence-Accuracy curves
In this section, we report the Area Under the Receiver Op-
erating Characteristic curve (AUROC) and Area under the
Precision-Recall curve (AUPRC) for OOD tasks in the im-
age domain. Both the AUROC and AUPRC are calculated
for the binary task of classifying in-distribution test points
from OOD test points. From Tables S2 and S3, we can
see that one-vs-all DM loss performs poorly compared to
the other methods for a scalar metric such as AUROC and
AUPRC. However, from the confidence versus accuracy
plots in Section 3.2, we can see that one-vs-all DM loss
is more sensitive to OOD inputs, especially at lower con-
fidence values. In order to explain this apparent disparity,
we plot the histograms of the predicted confidence for three
sets of points:
1. correctly classified in-distribution test points,
2. incorrectly classified in-distribution test points, and
3. OOD test points.
The disparity above can be explained by the fact that con-
fidence versus accuracy curves measure the ability of a
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Figure S6. Histograms of predicted confidences for a ResNet-20 architecture trained with different loss functions on the CIFAR-10 dataset,
and tested on the OOD CIFAR-100 and SVHN datasets. We can see that there is a much higher overlap in the confidence distributions of
incorrectly classified in-distribution test points and OOD test points, which results in poorer performance when using a scalar metric such
as AUROC and AUPRC that aggregate over all thresholds in [0, 1].
method to separate set 1 from sets 2+3, whereas AUROC
and AUPRC measure the ability of a method to separate
sets 1+2 (in-distribution) from set 3 (OOD). Specifically,
the confidence versus accuracy curve measures accuracy
only on the unrejected inputs, hence it does not penalize a
method for assigning the same low confidence to incorrectly
classified in-distribution test points and OOD test inputs.
On the other hand, AUROC measures the ability to separate
in-distribution from OOD inputs, so it does not penalize a
method for assigning the same confidence to correctly and
incorrectly classified in-distribution inputs.
From Figure S7, we can see that one-vs-all DM loss out-
puts much lower confidences for incorrectly classified in-
distribution test points, while also outputting low confi-
dences for OOD test points. Due to the overlap in the
confidence histograms for these two subsets of data, a scalar
metric such as AUROC and AUPRC will report lower per-
formance, due to difficulty in distinguishing between the
two at low confidences.
Din Loss function AUROC (↑) / AUPRC (↑)Dood = CIFAR-100 Dood = SVHN
CIFAR-10
Crossentropy 0.7334 / 0.6789 0.7026 / 0.8058
DM Loss 0.7478 / 0.7104 0.8264 / 0.8940
One-vs-all Loss 0.8449 / 0.8037 0.8934 / 0.9248
One-vs-all DM Loss 0.6805 / 0.6486 0.6191 / 0.7725
Table S2. AUROC and AUPRC scores for OOD detection tasks
for a Wide ResNet 28-10 model trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset
and evaluated on the CIFAR-100 and SVHN OOD datasets.
Din Loss function AUROC (↑) / AUPRC (↑)Dood = CIFAR-10 Dood = SVHN
CIFAR-100
Crossentropy 0.8003 / 0.7587 0.6420 / 0.7779
DM Loss 0.7862 / 0.7488 0.6744 / 0.8047
One-vs-all Loss 0.8019 / 0.7601 0.6700 / 0.8028
One-vs-all DM Loss 0.7669 / 0.7274 0.5966 / 0.7948
Table S3. AUROC and AUPRC scores for OOD detection tasks
for a Wide ResNet 28-10 model trained on the CIFAR-100 dataset
and evaluated on the CIFAR-10 and SVHN OOD datasets.
E Implementation Details
E.1 2D Toy Dataset
The synthetic 2-dimensional toy dataset is generated by
drawing 1000 points per class from a 2-dimensional normal
distribution, where the points for the jth class are given
by Xj ∼ N2
((
20 cos( j10×2pi ), 20 sin(
j
10×2pi )
)
, 2I
)
. For
training, we use a fully-connected neural network with 2
hidden layers containing 16 units each, trained on a batch
size of 128 using SGD for 10000 steps. For all examples,
the trained models achieve a training accuracy of 100%.
E.2 CIFAR-10
We use the Tensorflow Datasets (TFD) implementations of
both the CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009) and CIFAR-10-C
(Hendrycks & Dietterich, 2019a) datasets. For training, the
CIFAR-10 dataset is augmented by padding with zeros, fol-
lowed by random cropping, random flipping, and rescaling
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Figure S7. Histograms of predicted confidences for a Wide ResNet 28-10 architecture trained with different loss functions on the CIFAR-
100 dataset, and tested on the OOD CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets. We can see that there is a much higher overlap in the confidence
distributions of incorrectly classified in-distribution test points and OOD test points, which results in poorer performance when using a
scalar metric such as AUROC and AUPRC that aggregate over all thresholds in [0, 1].
to [−1, 1]. We train the Resnet-20 v1 architecture on a batch
size of 512 using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
schedule, and tune the following hyperparameters using
random search with 100 trials within ranges specified as
follows: learning rate (1× 10−3 to 1), momentum (0.85 to
0.99), and Adam’s  (1× 10−8 to 1× 10−5).
E.3 CIFAR-100
We use the Tensorflow Datasets implementation of CIFAR-
100 (Krizhevsky, 2009) and generate the CIFAR-100-C
dataset by calculating the 17 types of corruptions (with
the exception of motion_blur and snow) over 5 levels
of intensity as defined in Hendrycks & Dietterich (2019a).
The CIFAR-100 dataset is augmented in a similar manner
as CIFAR-10 during training, and we use a Wide ResNet
28-10 architecture with L2 regularization (Zagoruyko &
Komodakis, 2016) trained on a batch size of 512 for 200
epochs using SGD with Nesterov momentum (Tran et al.,
2018). We tune the following hyperparameters using ran-
dom search with 50 trials with ranges specified as follows:
learning rate (1× 10−4, 1× 10−1) and L2 weighing factor
(1× 10−5, 1× 10−3).
E.4 ImageNet
We use the Tensorflow Datasets implementation of the
ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015a) and ImageNet-C
(Hendrycks & Dietterich, 2019a) datasets. During training,
the ImageNet dataset is preprocessed using the data augmen-
tation pipeline commonly used by the Inception architec-
ture (Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 2019). We use a ResNet-50
"v1.5" architecture ∗ with L2 regularization trained on a
batch size of 4096 for 90 epochs using SGD with Nesterov
momentum and a warmup learning rate schedule (You et al.,
2017). We tune the following hyperparameters using ran-
dom search with 50 trials with ranges specified as follows:
learning rate (5× 10−1, 1× 101) and L2 weighing factor
(1× 10−5, 1× 10−3).
E.5 Intent Classification
We use the CLINC out-of-scope (OOS) intent classification
data as defined in Larson et al. (2019), where the BERT tok-
enizer is used to pre-tokenize sentences with a maximum se-
quence length of 32. For training, we use the BERT-Mini
architecture (Devlin et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2019), which
is a 4 layer transformer with 256 hidden units per layer and
4 attention heads, trained on a batch size of 256 for 1000
epochs using the Adam optimizer, where the learning rate is
tuned for 30 trials sampled uniformly between (1× 10−5,
1× 10−3).
∗The v1.5 architecture differs slightly from the v1 architec-
ture more commonly defined in He et al. (2016). For further de-
tails, please see http://torch.ch/blog/2016/02/04/
resnets.html.
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